We love the warmth
the walnut injects into a
highly modern kitchen
design.

SUSPENDED IN TIME
“More and more, people are looking for quality and durability. I think that’s why there’s
a move towards rediscovering traditional elements such as wood, glass and metal
in contemporary designs. In this kitchen, we used classic components reinvented
to create a modern-looking space. You won’t find any lacquers or laminates in this
cutting-edge kitchen! The cabinetry is a combination of beautifully rich natural walnut
beside timber-mounted bronze glass, with completely solid walnut internal fixtures
guaranteeing quality inside and out. The walnut is also used for the breakfast bar,
finished with a transparent panel of glass supporting one end to give the illusion of
suspension. In keeping with this theme, we wanted the overhead cabinets to look
as if they were floating, so we suspended them from the ceiling, generating a light,
airy feel. For the same reason, bronze glass was used for the upper cabinets to give
a subtle reflective appearance. The Dekton 12mm benchtop follows the ultra-modern
trend of thin benches, contrasting well with the classic touches — a durable dark
surface that allows the walnut and bronze glass to shine. Technically superior internal
hardware ensures that the ‘float effect’ is experienced physically as well as visually,
with automated opening installed on all overhead cabinets. The end result is a design
grounded in tradition that soars above expectation.”
Designer: David Kane for Pepper Design, with Cosentino Architectural Surfaces
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EXPERT TIP
Dekton surfaces offer size
and thickness versatility,
as well as durability
through resistance to
heat, scratching, stains
and UV damage.

SHOP THE LOOK
®® Cabinet doors and panels Natural

walnut, bronze glass
Stainless steel
®® Internal hardware TEAM 7s
®® Handles Solid aluminium integrated
®® Benchtop 12mm Dekton Domoos
®® Oven V-ZUG Combi-Steam
and Pyrolytic
®® Cooktop V-ZUG Induction Maxiflex,
wok and teppanyaki
®® Rangehood Sirius undermount
®® Refrigerator Liebherr fully integrated
®® Dishwasher V-ZUG fully integrated
®® Sink Abey Schock metallic undermount
®® Taps Gessi Oxygene Hi-Tech
®® Flooring Polished concrete
®® Kickboards

want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM
Cosentino Australia
dekton.com.au
(02) 8707 2500
Pepper Design
pepperdesign.com.au
(03) 9428 9427
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